
DISCUSSION RULES

Twelve Stars uses the Change My View forum to crowd-test philosophical arguments made
about European Politics. Change My View (CMV) is an online forum that invites the open
exchange of opinions and arguments. It has more than half a million subscribers.

To participate, you need to create an account on the online forum Change My View. This
Tutorial explains how to participate in the Twelve Stars online discussions. Part 1
introduces the discussion rules, Part 2 explains how to register on CMV and log in to
debates.

The Twelve Stars online discussions are opened by our authors. They are the submitters
who post a view on the Change My View platform. You are a commenter when you join the
debate, ask questions and challenge their positions.

TWELVE STARS DEBATES – TUTORIAL
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Please familiarise yourself with the comment rules before commenting. These are CMV-
standards and ensure civilized and serious discussions:

1 Direct responses to a CMV post must challenge at least one aspect of the
submitters’ stated view (however minor), or ask a clarifying question.

2 Don’t be rude or hostile to other users.

3 Refrain from accusing the submitter or anyone else of being unwilling to change
their view.

4 Award a delta if you’ve acknowledged a change in your view. Do not use deltas for
any other purposes.

5 Comments must contribute meaningfully to the conversation.
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1. Visit Change My View and register (https://www.reddit.com/r/changemyview/).

2. Type in your mail address and click NEXT. 3. You are already subscribed to the CMV 
Forum. Click NEXT. 

4. Select a username and set a password. 5. Prove that you are not a robot! 

REGISTRATION2
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7. When the discussion starts, follow the “join the debate” link on 
www.twelvestars.eu/participate

6. A confirmation email will be sent to you. Click on the link to verify your email address. 
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